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Cellar Darling - Challenge

                            tom:
                Bm
Intro: Bm D Gbm E

[Primeira Parte]

             Bm
The time is nigh

         D
I follow

          Gbm               E
All the echoes reciting to me

               Bm             D
I'll read the sky and follow

      Gbm                 E
The footsteps my enemies left for me

 Bm                 D                 Gbm
This is the sound, this is the sound, this is the sound

          E
Hear me shout it out loud

[Refrão]

  Bm                 D
Challenge me to the death

         Gbm                E
With my feets stuck to the ground

             Bm               D
How can we cherish our inner demons

          Gbm                     E
Without shouting it, letting it, fighting it out

  Bm                    D
Challenge me 'till the early dawn

         Gbm               E
With my hands tied at the back

              Bm                    D
I know I'll bring you down to your kness at least

        Gbm                E
Crying mercy, mercy, have mercy

[Segunda Parte]

         Bm                D

I can't deny you're hollow

         Gbm                   E
And I can't wait to bring you down

             Bm
Delights my eyes

            D
Your sorrow

      Gbm                  E
And feeds my old ever so vengeful heart

 Bm                 D                  Gbm
This is the sound, this is the sound, this is the sound of you

 E
Hitting the ground

 Bm                  D                  Gbm                E
This is the sound, shout it out loud, shout it, shout it,
shout it out loud
(refrão/chorus)
(apenas hurdy gurdy/only hurdy gurdy)

Challenge me to the death
With my feet stuck to the ground
How can we cherish our inner demons
Without shouting it, letting it, fighting it out

[Solo] Bm Gbm E
       Bm Gbm E

[Refrão Final]

  Bm                 D
Challenge me to the death

         Gbm                E
With my feets stuck to the ground

             Bm               D
How can we cherish our inner demons

          Gbm                     E
Without shouting it, letting it, fighting it out

  Bm                    D
Challenge me 'till the early dawn

         Gbm               E
With my hands tied at the back

              Bm                    D
I know I'll bring you down to your kness at least

        Gbm                E
Crying mercy, mercy, have mercy on me

Acordes


